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Post Prison Readjustment Program 
 
      Candice Caudle

 

Lower crime rates



Provide temporary homes for ex-cons 



Assist ex-cons in being mentally and financially stable 



Keep ex-cons off the streets and safe  

To lower crime rates, we will provide temporary homes for ex-cons 



and assist them in being mentally and financially stable to keep 



them off the streets and safe. There should be homes for ex-cons to 



stay in temporarily while they readjust back to their normal lives. Each 



state would be responsible for providing temporary homes for people 

who had just been released from prison. In these homes, the people



would be monitored. They would stay in these homes for a certain



amount of months, or until those in charge of the house feel that the 



offender no longer needs to stay in the home. The money necessary 



to enforce this new law will come from state taxes. If a state fails to 
provide a home or does allow certain people or groups to stay in the  
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homes provided, that state would be fined anywhere from $15,000- 



$30,000. The Federal Bureau of Prisons would be in charge of 



enforcing this new law. This law would benefit society because it would 

reduce crime rates by keeping criminals from going back out on the 



streets after prison where they would be more likely to continue doing 



what they had done to get the, put into prison in the first place. It 



would keep the ex-cons safe as well because without these homes, 



most people coming out of prison don't have a place to stay, a family, 
a job, friends that they can rely on to give them a place to stay and 



help them readjust back to their normal life or hopefully a life better 



than theirs was before they had been convicted which is the main 



purpose of the Post Prison Readjustment Programs. Money from fines



would go into funding more Post Prison Readjustment homes across



America. This bill will go into effect January 1, 2015.  
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